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Video: CAPACITY Video (1 min 39 secs) 

 
Opening video has first speaker (Tania Mireless) walking through an office hallway. Later 

background scenes are of people in discussion with colleagues in offices, hallways, or 
conference rooms.  
 

No speaker refers to anything in the background video. 
 

0:01  Speaker: Tania Mireless, Program Director, Boston 
  For us, when we think of capacity building, we think about asking the   
  community what would support them. Asking the residents and the leaders in  

  the community what would support them to be able to create the change in the 
  neighborhood that they want. And then figure out how to support that and how 

  we can build that capacity and often it has to do with planning. It has to do  
  with outreach. It has to do with explaining the issue to people. 
 

0:29 Speaker: Tali Ruskin, Coordinator, Boston 
  What that means is having the knowledge and the skills to understand   

  violence prevention and to know how to be involved in that work. And know  
  what to do and how to do it and why. Why is that violence prevention? 
 

0:49 Speaker: Krista Hanni, Data, Evaluation, and Policy, Salinas 

  When you get the information back from the health department capacity  
  assessment tool, it does eliminate areas where you may want to focus for your 
  capacity development within the health department. 
   

1:01 Speaker: Tali Ruskin, Coordinator, Boston (2nd time to speak) 
  Whether it’s planning an event or planning an agenda for a coalition meeting,  

  we’re really focused on resident engagement. 
   

1:10 Speaker: Tania Mireless, Program Director, Boston (2nd time to speak) 
  We can serve in capacity building and kind of showing how to do that and  

  how to engage the residents and encourage the resident leadership in a really  
  authentic way. 
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